Rapid model quality assessment for protein structure predictions using the comparison of multiple models without structural alignments.
The accurate prediction of the quality of 3D models is a key component of successful protein tertiary structure prediction methods. Currently, clustering- or consensus-based Model Quality Assessment Programs (MQAPs) are the most accurate methods for predicting 3D model quality; however, they are often CPU intensive as they carry out multiple structural alignments in order to compare numerous models. In this study, we describe ModFOLDclustQ--a novel MQAP that compares 3D models of proteins without the need for CPU intensive structural alignments by utilizing the Q measure for model comparisons. The ModFOLDclustQ method is benchmarked against the top established methods in terms of both accuracy and speed. In addition, the ModFOLDclustQ scores are combined with those from our older ModFOLDclust method to form a new method, ModFOLDclust2, that aims to provide increased prediction accuracy with negligible computational overhead. The ModFOLDclustQ method is competitive with leading clustering-based MQAPs for the prediction of global model quality, yet it is up to 150 times faster than the previous version of the ModFOLDclust method at comparing models of small proteins (<60 residues) and over five times faster at comparing models of large proteins (>800 residues). Furthermore, a significant improvement in accuracy can be gained over the previous clustering-based MQAPs by combining the scores from ModFOLDclustQ and ModFOLDclust to form the new ModFOLDclust2 method, with little impact on the overall time taken for each prediction. The ModFOLDclustQ and ModFOLDclust2 methods are available to download from http://www.reading.ac.uk/bioinf/downloads/.